
Oct. 30, 1952 - WT

FEDERAL RESERVE OPERATIONS IN
PERIODS OF TREASURY FINANCING

Since the Treasury-Federal Reserve accord the principal broad

objectives of fiscal and monetary policy have been to finance the Govern-

ment deficit growing out of the defense program, together with moderate

private credit expansion, principally by borrowing the savings and liquid

funds of the public with no more recourse to bank credit than is neces-

sary to supply the reasonable cash balance requirements of a growing

economy operating at a high level of activity without inflation. This

has been a particularly difficult task because private credit demands

have continuously been large and, even before the Treasury deficit de-

veloped, there were recurrent refunding operations. With the growing

deficit to be financed, the task is becoming increasingly difficult. The

difficulty will be reduced only if there should be a decrease in private

credit demands.

Nature and Results of System Operations

Under these circumstances, Federal Reserve operations have been

designed to promote a condition in which access to Federal Reserve credit

was primarily through the discount window and in which open market opera-

tions were limited as much as possible to the moderate additional needs

of an expanding economy with the maintenance of financial equilibrium

and occasionally to cover the larger seasonal variations in currency and

reserve needs. Operations of this nature carried out correctly mean

that interest rates, including yields on Government securities, are

largely established by market processes with a minimum of Federal Re-

serve intervention. Market rates are generally related to the discount

rate, which could be changed if there were evidence that the amount of

credit supplied through the discount window were out of line with
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reasonable economic needs. As this relationship has developed, bill rate

and the weekly bill auction have assumed a great deal of importance and

bill rates have fluctuated largely in response to market forces. Other

money rates have shown similar though somewhat smoother and narrower,

movements. As credit demands to meet currency and other monetary needs

have expanded, member bank borrowing at the Federal Reserve and money rates

have shown intermittent tendencies to rise.
been

Full reliance upon this mode of operation has not/consistently

carried out because of periodic Federal Reserve support provided to

Treasury refunding operations. Most of the Federal Reserve purchases of

securities in the open market have been made during periods of Treasury

refunding. As shown in the following table, of $5.2 billion of gross

purchases (other than those under repurchase contracts) since July 1, 1951,

$3.9 billion were made during periods of refunding and of these $3 billion

consisted of the purchases of rights. Fortunately for the effectiveness

of the policy of restraint on undue expansion, the System was able to

offset a large part of these purchases by sales. Total sales in this

period amounted to $4.5 billion, of which $1.5 billion were made during

refunding periods and $3 billion in other periods.
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Open Market Account Transactions in U. S. Government Securities
July 1, 1951—September 30, 1952

(In millions of dollars)

1/

Class of Security

Maturing issues (rights)

Other securities maturing
Within 91 days
91 days to 14 months
l4 months to 5 years
5 years to 10 years
Over 10 years

Total

Total

Purchases

3,059

1,568
59k

1
3

23

5,248

Sales

2,206
2,277

5

4,488

During periods
of

refunding 2/
Purchases Sales

3,059 —

541 372
341 1,154

6 3

3,947 1,529

Other than
periods of
refunding

Purchases |Sales

1,027 1,834
253 1,123

1 -,
3 -

17 2

1,301 2,959

1/ Excludes repurchase agreements with dealers and brokers and purchases and sales
of special cert if icates from and to Treasury.

2/ Commitments from date of announcement to closing of books, plus a l l transactions
in new securities on a when-issued basis.
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The net increase in the total Federal Reserve portfolio in the

period from June 30, 1951, to September 30, 1952, was less than $700

million. This increase, together with additional Federal Reserve advances

of $400 million and a net gold inflow of §1.6 billion, supplied the basis for

an expansion of money in circulation of $1.6 billion and an increase in

member bank reserves of about $1 billion. The total expansion in bank

deposits and currency of about $13 billion in this period is probably larger

than could be expected to be maintained indefinitely. To a considerable

extent, however, it reflects a growth of savings held in liquid form, and

the absence of inflationary pressures during the period gives a basis for

not viewing the development with alarm.

Although up to the present the Federal Reserve has found it

possible to provide substantial support to Treasury refunding operations

and still keep the over-all monetary expansion within reasonable bounds,

we can not be confident of continuing to attain such results if strong

credit demands and inflationary pressures should develop. To provide

unlimited support for Treasury refunding in such periods might defeat the

objective of exercising restraint on excessive credit expansion.

The large volume of Federal Reserve purchases made to support

Treasury refunding operations and the danger that they might under strong

inflationary pressures prevent the following of an adequately restrictive

policy have prompted considerable discussion of the broad problem of the

System's responsibility in underwriting Treasury offerings. In addition

to this major policy question, there is the further question of techniques

of System operations during periods of Treasury financing; it is with the

latter phase that this memorandum is primarily concerned.
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Establishment of Appropriate Terms of New Issues

As a general rule, the first requisite for Treasury financing is

that the terms on any securities offered are such as to assure that the new-

issue will be taken by the market without Federal Reserve support. There

should be a sincere and determined effort on the part of both the Treasury

and the Open Market Committee to agree upon a coupon and term for a new

issue of securities that could confidently be expected to develop for that

issue its own natural rights value in the market. Thus the normal

expectation should be that there would be no occasion or necessity for

intervention by the Open Market Committee while the books were open.

The information essential to this judgment could be developed by the

early announcement of the general terms of a forthcoming Treasury issue,

with the announcement of the exact coupon and terms delayed until a day

or two before the opening of the books for subscription. This would give

the market time to evaluate the new issue and to indicate both to the

Treasury and to the Open Market Committee the exact coupon and terms that

could reasonably be expected to assure adequate subscription.

Experience indicates that the pricing of refunding issues has

generally been too close to assure adequate reception by the market. As shown

in the attached table, the total attrition on refunding operations (including

both Federal Reserve support purchases and cash redemptions ) has been

substantial on all but three of the operations since the accord, and two

of these were small issues. Generally, the total attrition has been 20 and

2$ per cent of the amount outstanding held outside of the Federal Reserve

at the time of the refunding announcement.
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Question may be raised as to whether the persistent large attrition

on maturing issues could be corrected by different pricing or whether it

reflects the large volume of maturing issues owned [held] by owners who want their

cash on or near the particular maturity dates and would not want to sell

prior to that date at any reasonable rights value. The substantial

attrition on two or three issues which seemed to be favorably priced in

the light of the then current market conditions and which subsequently sold

at substantial premiums in the market would seem to indicate that it might

not be possible to count upon pricing alone to prevent substantial attrition,

unless the terms were so generous as to bring in large arbitrage buying with

substantial selling of other issues.

Regardless of these qualifications, it is nevertheless evident that

successful reception of refunding issues depends to some extent upon pricing
not

which will produce a moderate premium and thus encourage holders/wishing to

make the exchange to sell their maturing issues rather than to redeem them

for cash. To rely upon the Federal Reserve to provide such a premium by

market purchases discourages buying by other investors who might otherwise

be willing to buy maturing securities in order to get the new issue. The

problem is one of fixing a price which will maintain a delicate balance

between those who want to sell and others who might be willing to buy,

without unduly disturbing the market structure of prices.
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Techniques of Federal Reserve Support

In view of the difficulties of setting the terms of a refunding

issue so as to assure satisfactory exchanges and in view of the possibility

of developments after the announcement of the terms that would upset the

market, Federal Reserve support to the market during the period of the

offering may in many cases be unavoidable. Such support should be rendered

only in the event that market rates tend to rise to a point at which the

new issue would be unacceptable or if , because of uncertain prospects, the

market appears unwilling to accept the terms of the refunding.

Supporting operations should be directed toward the objectives

of keeping Federal Reserve purchases to the minimum needed to provide a

reasonable volume of exchanges and of encouraging maximum exchanges from

other holders. This would mean setting support prices at levels which,

while discouraging cash redemptions, would not discourage purchases of the

rights by others in the market. In order to accomplish these objectives,

the following techniques of operation would be appropriate:

(1) Purchases of bills. The first line of support operations

would be free and aggressive purchases of bills by the Open Market Com-

mittee to be undertaken in the event that rates in the bill market

threatened to rise to levels inconsistent with the rights value needed to

assure successful exchange. This practice, however, might be varied in

accordance with prospective seasonal or other reserve needs. In addition

to, or perhaps at times in lieu of, direct purchases of bills, aid to the

market could be provided through acquisitions from dealers under repurchase

agreements of either short or long bills or other very short term securities.
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From the point of view of its effect on monetary policy, it would

be most desirable if the Open Market Committee could confine its support

operations during a period of Treasury refundings to aggressive purchases

of short-dated bills and repurchase contracts in sufficient quantity to

minimize attrition on refinancing or the possibility of failure of a new cash

offering. The advantage of this technique is that support operations would

be confined to the short-dated market. Such purchases would be less confusing

to the market than other types of Open Market Committee support, and would

impair less the ability of the market to make the new financing successful

through the development of appropriate arbitrage operations. Short-dated

bills would also be the most appropriate additions to the Open Market

portfolio in support operations of this type, since, once the books were

closed, they could be permitted to mature in accordance with the require-

ments of monetary policy. At times when seasonal or other increased re-

serve needs are in prospect for some time after the refunding, as in the

fall months, purchases of longer-term bills would be appropriate.

One possible disadvantage of the technique of confining opera-

tions to bills is that it does not really assure the Treasury that attrition

will be in a tolerable volume. Circumstances might well arise in which

heavy attrition actually fell on the Treasury despite the injection by the

Open Market Account of embarrassingly large amounts of reserve funds through

the bill market. In such cases, reliance on the technique would promote

neither debt management nor monetary objectives. At times there would be

no tendency for bill rates to rise above an appropriate level relative to

the terms of the new issue, as measured by usual market relationships. Often

when a new offering is unpopular and particularly if the market expects a
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subsequent rise in money rates, there is a demand for bills and a tendency

to shift out of rights into bills. Under these circumstances, bill yields

tend to decline and the Federal Reserve could acquire bills only by bidding

up the price and accelerating the decline in yields, While this would tend

to discourage the shifting from rights to bills, there are limits to the

extent to which such transitory variations in rates should be forced and

also to the effect in stimulating the demand for rights.

(2) Purchases of rights. The Committee might also stand ready

to purchase the maturing rights at a small premium. Such purchases should

be made from dealers acting as principals at a fixed price and not on an

agency basis at a commission.

On the basis of experience with larger and smaller premiums, it

would appear that a price of 100 1/32 on a net basis appears to be the only

rights value for Federal Reserve support purchases that might be expected to

minimize attrition both to the Treasury and to the Open Market Account and

at the same time leave a sufficient margin to induce at least some holders

of the maturing rights who want cash to sell them in the market rather than

to let them mature. On the one hand, it would be adequate to cover the

costs of the dealers who handle the transaction. It would not be so high,

on the other hand, in the case of a properly priced issue, as to prevent

the formation of a higher natural rights value in the market, or to

inhibit dealers from taking positions and making markets at those higher

values. Neither would it induce potential purchasers of the new issue

to delay their acquisitions until after the support was withdrawn with the

closing of the subscription book. The main purpose served would be to

underpin the market from erratic movement during a period of large turnover.
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If the new issue were not attractively priced, attrition would be large.

At this rights value, such attrition would fall only in part on the Open

Market Account, In the main, it would have to be absorbed by the Treasury.

A variant, used in the August 1952 refunding, would have the Open

Market Committee stand ready to purchase maturing issues eligible for ex-

change at par, or par plus 1/64 or a commission to the dealer, and give

support to the refunding by aggressive purchases of bills, by swaps out

of maturing issues into other maturities more desired by the market, and by

active support of outstanding market issues whose maturities are comparable

to the maturity of the new offering. This variant is less acceptable than

the other suggestions. A bid of par or par plus l/64 is really no bid at

all for an issue with only a few days to run to maturity. It would not,

therefore, minimize attrition to the Treasury. It would pay the market

under almost all circumstances to hold the maturing issue for redemption

at maturity rather than sell it to the market at these prices. Objections

to swaps and purchases of other securities are discussed in a later section.

Experience with various refunding operations has seemed to demon-

strate that the establishment of a rights value of 3/64 or higher on

maturing certificates directs attrition to the Open Market Account and

prevents the development of natural rights values in the market that might

minimize attrition either to the Treasury or to the Open Market Account.

At the same time, a rights value of par or par plus 1/64 has little market

significance at all.

The process of elimination, therefore, suggests that a rights

value of par plus 1/32 may be the most appropriate tolerable value. It

would be expected that attrition to the Treasury would be larger than if
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support were given at 3/64 but not intolerably so. Only experience can

indicate whether a 1/32 rights value would attract too much attrition to

the Open Market Account to be tolerable to the Open Market Committee or

whether it would direct so much attrition to the Treasury as to make no

substantial contribution to the Treasury's financing problem.

(3) Limitations on swaps, purchases of other issues, and sales

during refunding. In order to permit the operation of as free a market as

possible with price relationships set by arbitrage operations, Federal Re-

serve support operations should be confined as much as possible to bills

and to maturing rights. Generally speaking, concurrent purchases and sales

for the System account in similar securities should be avoided, because

any sales tend to have the effect of increasing necessary purchases of

rights, so that the System would be working against its own support opera-

tion. If the Open Market Committee participates in swaps out of the

maturing issue or purchases outstanding issues of comparable maturity to

the new issue, the effect may be to confuse the market and prevent market

switching and market arbitrage from developing differentials that might

operate to make the refinancing a success. Such operations automatically

create an artificial pattern of rates and may result in the acquisition of

securities by the System which will be frozen in the Account.

In an extreme situation where operations in bills and rights

seem to be inadequate to assure a successful refunding operation and the

market in general is upset for one reason or another, the Open Market

Committee may find it desirable to operate in other issues. Perhaps as a

rule of thumb a policy might be followed of first purchasing issues [maturing] rights
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up to some stated maximum, say $500 million with no offsetting sales, thus

easing the money market and probably moving yields of other securities to

lower levels. If, despite these purchases, pressure on the rights should

continue, subsequent purchases may be made of either rights or other issues

and these might be offset by sales of other issues for which there is a

market demand. Then following the closing of the exchange books, sales of

either the new issue or other securities in order to recover the $500

million (or other maximum amount supplied ) would be made regardless of

the interest rate effect•

(4) Operations after the close of books. In general, it would

be unnecessary and undesirable for the System to continue support

operations after the close of the books on the exchange offering through

the purchase of the when-issued or newly-issued securities. Such purchases

would be desirable only in case there was occasion to put reserve funds in

the market and in case the prices of the new issues seem so far out of

line with prevailing prices for bills or other short-term securities as

to justify some degree of support. It would be preferable, however, to

provide reserves through short-term securities and allow market arbitrage

to bring about the necessary price adjustments.

It should also be expected both in the Treasury and in the Open

Market Committee that once the books were closed following an offering

which required considerable support by the System, the Committee would

proceed to reduce its portfolios to levels consistent with the System's

general credit policies. Withdrawal of funds should be effected through

the sale or run-off of bills or the sale of other short maturities as well

as through the termination of repurchase agreements. Bill redemptions are

preferable to sales of bills since no attempt to set rates is inherent in
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Sales of the new issue acquired through purchases of rights and

the subsequent exchange should not normally be made because they would

tend to reduce the profit that other subscribers might be able to obtain

from the sale of the new issues and thus discourage future subscriptions

on exchange offerings. )

Whether the new issue is maintained at a price of par or above

after the exchange books are closed would be immaterial, but it would

probably be preferable not to sell any of the new issue which was

acquired, regardless of any premium or discount which might obtain

during the period after the refunding has been completed. If the new

issue goes to a discount after the closing of the books, System sales

would only lead to the establishment of an even greater discount; on the

other hand, sales of an issue which goes to a substantial premium after

having been supported by the System during a refunding period would

probably tend to discourage private underwriting during subsequent re-

fundings.

It may be concluded from this analysis that the whole problem of

underwriting market issues with reserve funds is inherently difficult.

Such underwriting is almost bound to inject a disproportionate amount of

reserve funds in the market. Of necessity, the maintenance of a rights

value sufficiently high to encourage holders to sell to the Open Market

Account rather than hold to maturity automatically tends to discourage

other investors from immediate purchase of those same rights even though

they may desire to acquire the new issue. Acceptance of an underwriting

responsibility with respect to treasury refinancing necessarily requires

that the Open Market Committee establish a rights value on maturing issues
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high enough to ensure that attrition to the Treasury is held within

tolerable limits when the new issue is attractively priced. If the under-

•writing responsibility does not achieve this minimum objective it does not

aid the Treasury in its financing problems and had better be dropped

altogether since underwriting almost invariably operates to complicate

the proper execution of monetary policy.

The acquisition by the Committee of rights or of other issues

in support of refunding hampers the System's freedom of action. It tends

toward the reestablishment of pegged market prices and the: freezing of

rate differentials into the market structure of interest rates. It tends,

furthermore, to freeze the Open Market portfolio because securities,

other than bills, once acquired in the portfolio tend to remain there.

To sell them prior to maturity always involves judgment as to timing and

the danger of disrupting delicate demand and supply relationships in the

market. When the disruption orginates in decisions of the Open Market

Committee, it may be completely disproportionate to the actual volume of

sales. It is even more difficult for the Open Market Committee to permit

Treasury securities (other than bills) to mature for cash. It is now the

invariable practice of the Open Market Account to exchange its holdings

of maturing issues for the new offerings, since to redeem them would greatly

accentuate Treasury attrition. As each refinancing rolls around, conse-

quently, the Open Market Committee, though its support purchases is adding

to the volume of issues "which it will subsequently feel required to ex-

change. In this sense, the practice of underwriting on the part of the

Committee has a tendency to result in the acquisition of a semi-frozen

portfolio.
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Treasury Financing Without Federal Reserve Support

In view of the difficulties and dangers involved in supporting

refunding operations and the possible conflicts with desired Federal

Reserve policies, the preferred procedure would be for Treasury financing

to be conducted without Federal Reserve support. Such a course of action

would require the following procedures in order to assure the Treasury

that it will be able to redeem maturing securities or obtain any additional

funds needed:

(1) Pricing of issue. In this case, it is particularly important

that the terms of the new issue be properly set. To determine what coupons

and terms would establish a market value adequate to float an issue success-

fully, the Treasury might announce the amount, maturity, and other identifying

features of a forthcoming new issue, say, a week in advance of the opening of

the books for subscription. This would give the market an opportunity to

evaluate the new issue and to adjust to the impact of an additional volume

of securities in a particular maturity area. The market, consequently,

would indicate the coupon at which the new issue could be successfully

floated. The Treasury would then be in a position to make a realistic

choice of coupon which would be announced only a day or two prior to the

opening of the books for subscription. This technique would apply equally

to new cash offerings and to the refunding of a short-term issue with a longer

term security as well as to a roll-over.

The advantage of this approach is that it places responsibility for

debt management decisions and for their consequences in the Treasury, where

it properly rests. The responsibility of the Open Market Committee would be

limited to keeping the Treasury correctly informed of its credit policy
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objectives and money market conditions and prospects. It would be understood

that the Committee would assume no responsibility for underwriting and it

would refrain from purchasing rights or maturing issues for which an ex-

change was being offered, when-issued new securities, or any outstanding

securities of comparable maturity to those being offered either for cash

or refunding.

(2) Federal Reserve operations. During the period of Treasury

financing, the Federal Open Market Committee might be expected to suspend

temporarily any open market operations in which it might be engaged that

would tend to be disruptive to the point of hampering the new Treasury

offering, That is, it would be understood that with the Treasury's pre-

liminary announcement of general terms, the Committee would refrain from

any sales in the market. This would permit a natural market adjustment

to the impact of the new offering. Further, the Federal Open Market Com-

mittee might assure the Treasury that during the period the books were

open it would take action to see that the open market bill rate did not

rise above the highest rates prevailing during the period of the pre-

liminary announcement and the announcement of specific terms.

Under this approach, the Federal Open Market Committee would

completely eliminate its present underwriting activities. This would call

for realistic pricing of refunding and new issues and would reduce the

possibility of an inflationary injection of reserves into the market to

bolster an inadequately priced offering. Instead the availability of re-

serve funds in the market would reflect basically the credit policy ob-

jectives of the Open Market Committee. Once the subscription books were
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closed on a new offering, the Committee would be free to pursue its

monetary objectives without regard to the effect of its operations on

the prices of the newly offered securities. It would be free to dispose of

any bills that had been acquired while the subscriptions books were opened

or whatever lesser or greater amount would be needed to effectuate its

policies.

(3) Means of covering attrition. Under such a procedure, the

Treasury would have to meet all attrition by holders of the maturing issues

wanting cash, including any willing but not able to sell their rights in the

market at satisfactory prices as well as those not wanting to sell rights.

The Treasury would have to raise additional funds to meet such redemptions

and the amounts involved might be sufficiently large to require early

financing. Various techniques could be employed to raise such funds.

(a) If the cash position of the Treasury permits, a regular

exchange offering could be made and any attrition could be covered later

through special offerings in the market or through additions to regular

bill issues or other scheduled offerings.

(b) Another technique would be to offer a new issue for cash of

sufficient size to pay off the entire maturing issue without any exchange

privilege. Given the same offerings by the Treasury, that technique may

have greater success than an exchange. By giving the banks the tax and

loan deposits arising from the sale of the new offering, it would make

the thousands of commercial banks with tax and loan accounts salesmen for,

or underwriters of, the new issue. While banks as a group might not gain

tax and loan deposits through a refunding operation, individual banks

would stand to gain or lose in proportion to the effort made to merchandise
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the new issue. A possible further advantage of such a procedure is that

additional cash could be raised in connection with a refunding operation.

Disadvantages of this procedure are that it would involve a large shifting

of funds in the market and it might lose some existing holders who would

make an exchange but would not subscribe for a cash offering.

The entire problem of rights values would be avoided and no buying

by the Federal Reserve to add to its holdings would seem to be necessary to

make the operation a success. A critical disadvantage of such a procedure

when the Federal holds substantial amounts of the maturing securities

would be the necessity for the System to make purchases in the market to

replace its holdings.

(c) A variant of the technique considered above might be a com-

bination of a cash offering with an exchange privilege. Full allotment of

the new offering would be made on any maturing issues offered in exchange.

The new offering would also be opened for cash subscription for whatever

amount is not covered by exchange subscriptions. The cash subscriptions

would be subject to partial allotment should the total of all subscriptions

exceed the total amount of the new offering. Cash subscriptions could be

paid for through tax and loan accounts.

This procedure would have the advantages of a straight cash

offering discussed above and in addition the following:

1. It would permit the System to exchange its
maturities and avoid the necessity for large
market transactions to maintain its portfolio.

2. It would make use of the present mechanism
for merchandising the new offering as well as
set in motion a selling effort by banks in
order to get the Treasury accounts.
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Redemption Experience in Treasury Refundings

June 1951—October 1952

(Amounts in millions of dollars)

Issue refunded

June 15, 1951
2-3/4% bond

July 1, 1951
1-1/4 notes (3)

August 1, 1951
1-1/4% note

Sept. 15, 1951-55
3% bond

Oct. 1, 1951
1-1/1% note

Oct. 15, 1951
1-1/1% note

Nov. 1, 1951
1-1/1% note

Dec. 15, 1951-53
2-1/1% bond

Mar. 15, 1952-54
2-1/2% bond

April 1, 1952
1-7/8% C/I

July 1, 1952
1-7/8% C/I

August 15,1952
1-7/8% C/I

Sept. 1, 1952
1-7/8% C/I

Oct. 1, 1952
1-7/8% C/I

New
offering

1-7/8% C/I
April 1, 1952

1-7/8% C/I
July 1, 1952

1-7/8% C/I
Aug. 15,1952

1-7/8% C/I
Sept . l , 1952

1-7/8% C/I
Oct. 1, 1952

1-7/8% C/I
Dec. 1, 1952

2-3/8% bond
Mar . 15,1957-9

1-7/8% C/I
Feb.15, 1953

1-7/8% C/I
June 1, 1953

2% C/I
Aug. 15, 1953

2-1/8% note
Dec. 1, 1953

Amount
outstanding

10,072

5,351

755

1,918

11,19k

1,118

1,024

9,52k

5,216

2,415

10,861

Held
outside
Federal
Reserve

8,235

3,750

755

1,913

3,928

1,118

977

6,365

4,799

2,415

4,083

Federal
Reserve

purchases

1,119

5k

—

62

503

42

292

658

556

180

714

Cash
redemptions

547

135

172

86

332

55

97

656

253

408p

318p

Per cent F.R.
purchases and
cash redemp-

tions to
amount held

outside F.R.

20.2

5.0

22.8

7.7

21.3

8.7

39.8

20.6

16.9

24.3

25.3

p - preliminary
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